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That’s what I have learnd…
…that people always should be equal
…about Germany and the German side of the Holocaust
I have learned about the common past of Jews and Germans and the German side of the
Holocaust.
Something about the culture, etc I’ve never learned without them.
A lot about the other people and culture. Get to know new people
So much, something about Israel, something about Germany
I learned a lot information of Germans people and I like it.
The culture in Berlin, the sizes of the cities and about the people.
How I can drive from Werftpfuhl to Berlin…
I learn a lot of thing in hear and it was very interesting
Israelis and Germans can live together happily without look at the history that we share
About Germany, about German people
Facts about Germany. I meet a nice people from Germany and I liked.
Lots! It’s not getting all in this part. Learned about myself.
I have learned a lot of new things. Including practising my English and it’s going better.
The German history.III
That equal we all are the same.
Facts about Germany and German people
That everybody are same and equal people
I learned more about other culture and country!
To meet other friends and have fun.
What was good, what did you like?
I like everything
I liked most of the games outside, I liked our freetime and the trips to Berlin, the trip to the
lake. I also think, that the trip to the concentration camp was very important.
I liked social games and how we spent our free time.
The people, the house, the teams, how days were organized, the teamers!
The people and that we worked together.
I had never feeld boring. To met new friends.
I like all…! And all was very, very good.II
I like to work with the group and to play the games with all of the team
The Israelian, the Workgroups
I like to go outside and know new thing about Berlin and made the movie
I liked the trips, the long evenings, the games, everything and I wish we could stay more!
The shopping, the movie, the teachers.
We went to shopping and eating MacDonalds and it’s good. I just like the place and I want to
stay here with the germany people.
Girls  The programm!
I like the girls and also the activities.
The activities and the swimming in the lake.
Everything was wonderful. Thank you a lot!
Everything III
The lake, bike, the Media groups alls was grate!
I like to play billard and go swimming!

I like the girls and the programs
What do you want to say to the Team?
Thank you for making these last days so fun for me…
I liked all the did very much and thank you a lot, it was great.
Very good team, we had fun together.
I’ll miss them
It was a great team – thank you!
You are so friendly, thank you.
I love you all.
I want to say to the team that we all worked good and I hope that we will meet in the future.
The ordinary can be better, but their were great!
I very like that team and I think that we are great.
You are a great Masters!
Thank you! II
Very very very beautiful and very good.
I have a lot of fun and I don’t want to go home.
They’d done a good job
It was a very good job!
You are a great team and see you in September
It was good, only that some times I think we or you need more coordination about the
programm. The games was great.
Thank you for everything, I have a lot of fun
Great team! II
It was a very good team! Thank you!
Its like my second family.
To the house I wanna say…
Thanks for having me and hosting me in your house
It is very nice and beautiful
Very comfortable place, we spent here a good time.
It’s good, maybe the breakfast should be a little later and the lunch could be more tasty.
It is a wonderful house and it is very nice.
Nice.
I had very fun in Germany and I don’t want go home.
It was very good.
It was exellent
That you are very good and I like to play!
Thank u! It was a very exciting seminar!
It’s very beautiful and it’s very nice and it’s very special
Ok, good, get fun, enjoy
Don’t lock the TV cupboard
Thank you for good hosting, but it will be better if there is a TV
Thank you very much and that was great.
That is good for such as things. The food was good.
Thank you (III)
Wonderful place
It’s nice. But the table soccer is very bad.
Thank you for everything I had a great time
What was bad, what didn’t you like?

Nothing (IV)
We didn’t get out a lot, but I was happy, when we got out
Everything was fine
The lunch sometimes, the lunch-packages were 
Nothing, only to woke up so early.
Nothing wasn’t bad
The food in the evening (in the center)
The food wasn’t so good.
I don’t know
I think there must be more trips out of the house, but I’m happy of the trips we had.
Everything was alright.
I like everything, maybe the breakfast was early
FOOD!
That the TV ?closit was locked and I wanted to watch TV when it’s boring (but there was not
boring. It was a good Idea?)
The food and there is no cold water to drink
Sometimes the organisation but that wasn’t a big problem!
Nothing
We need to go more out
I don’t like to get up so early!
I don’t like the food.
The understanding between the Germans and Israelis was…
It was very good and we liked each other very much
Good, we spoke in English and we understand each other.
Very good (V)
Surprisingly: very, very, GOOD!!!
It was very, very, good.
Yes, I have very fun and we know all the team better
…well because we all talked in English.
(Chinese) English
It was very good understanding and we know ???eachother very good
Excellent!
It’s ok. It is hard, but this is good.
It’s ok and very good. I just enjoy in every moments.
Very good…out of the barriers of language
It was very good!! (III)
Very good we understand us very well and everybody was nice.
It was very good. I like the Germans so much.
Good! (II)
It was very very good

Open questions….
- Nothing???
??
I like all the German people.
I like it very much and it was fun and I want to do it again.
Did you like the Israelis?

Very good
Good.
Is there anything named freedom? (to the israelien teachers)?
I don’t have any questions
Nothing! Only how high is the highest point on the house?
Why we don’t get a TV?

